"Hallervorden-Spatz disease" represents a distinctive and readily recognizable eponym t o neurologists and pediatricians; it denotes a rare, inherited, autosomal recessive disorder t h a t is perhaps a neuraxonal dystrophy, characterized by the childhood onset of unrelenting progressive gait disturbance, spasticity, and dementia associated with prominent extrapyramidal signs such as dystonia, chorea, and athetosis.lZ2 Pathologic examination reveals iron deposition in the basal ganglia and widely disseminated axonal spheroids. 3 The eponym recalls Julius Hallervorden and Hugo Spatz, the prominent German neuropathologists who jointly delineated both the clinical and pathologic features of this disorder in two sibl i n g~.~~~ The definitive German6 and English7 language biographies of Julius Hallervorden focus on his prodigious scientific talents and either ignore or gloss over his activities during World War 11. His active involvement in the child and "T4" euthanasia program (detailed below) raises troubling questions regarding the moral obligations and limitations of medical science.
Pre-and postwar biography. The son of a psychiatrist, Julius Hallervorden was born in 1882 in Allenberg, East Prussia. The family moved further east t o Konigsberg (now Kalingrad, Russian Republic) where Hallervorden received his secondary and university education, graduating with a medical degree in 1909. Following graduation, he pursued further training in Berlin, and in 1913 was appointed a staff psychiatrist a t Landsberg, northwest of present-day Poznan, Poland. It was here that he developed an interest in the pathologic study of the diseased nervous system. He stayed at Landsberg He received many honors, including chairmanship of the Association of German Neuropathologists a n d a n honorary doctorate from the Giessen Medical Faculty.'j Reading the words of those who knew him, it becomes clear that Hallervorden was a dedicated, fastidious pioneer neuroscientist. Richardson? who was for 6 months Hallervorden's pathology fellow in postwar Germany, recalls7 "a quiet, reserved nature, wholly devoted t o science and t o neuropathology, and at the same time, warm, friendly, and a n , inspiring teacher." Krucke notes6 t h a t Hallervorden had "a burning desire to follow the morphological basics," "worked quietly and withdrawn . . . and lectured willingly." Krucke also comments on his "detailed and moderate lifestyle," that he was "good-natured, personally modest and possessing a dry
Hallervorden's medical technician describes him as "a small cheerful man."s What is missing is a careful review and analysis of Hallervorden's knowing participation in a selec-tive euthanasia program that commenced in 1939, and his use of materials that were derived from the active elimination of what were known as "lives not worth l i~i n g . "~ This program served as a miniature testing laboratory for killing techniques that were later applied on a horrifyingly wide scale. A review of the "science" of racial hygiene, its political implications, and the programs it spawned is a necessary prerequisite to properly understand the context of Hallervorden's wartime activities.
Racial hygiene: theory and practice. Racial hygiene (Rassenhygiene) can best be conceptualized as the determination of the optimal conditions for the maintenance and betterment of a race, and has its roots in the writings of the German Social Darwinists led by Alfred Ploetz in the latter years of the 19th century.1° These theorists linked national fitness/efficiency with racial fitness, and noted that social factors were at work in modern society to "counterselect" and lead to irretrievable degeneration of racial quality. One of the chief social factors identified was the medical (institutional a n d supportive) care of t h e weak a n d "marginal" members of society. These theorists minimized the role of environmental influences in shaping the health of the individual and emphasized the primacy of genetic factors even in the most complex of human behaviors. Biologic determinism reigned supreme, and the application of biologic principles was viewed as the instrument for the solution of social problems.ll Within this framework, the mentally ill and mental defectives (however defined) were viewed in purely economic terms as a national burden that was quantifiable. According t o Alfred Hoche and Rudolf Bindingg the right t o life did not exist intrinsically but must be earned and justified, and Eugen Fischer, Director of Anthropology at the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute, pointed out12 that "sick genetic lines" exist. Racial hygiene as biologic theory was a handy tool for the doctrine of National Socialism, providing both scientific foundations and biologic values to an ideology and political rationale that emphasized racial reform as the centerpiece of social p01icy.'~ Racial hygiene was not a purely German phenomenon but was international in scope. Distinguished American medical scientists such as W.G. Lennox14 and Foster Kennedy15 advocated euthanasia for retarded children as late as 1942. However, this doctrine reached its apex within German medical society, especially after 1933. Racial hygiene became a n obligatory course of study at all university and state medical faculties. In addition, professorships of racial hygiene were established at all German universities. Physicians were viewed during this era as the "guardians of the nation's genetic constitution." 13 In May of 1934, a n Office of Racial Policy (Rassenpolitisches Amt) was established to coordinate population and racial policy in the nascent Third Reich and to enlighten the public on the benefits of applied racial hygiene.I6 The first action of this office was an attempt to control and rationalize reproduction by systematic application of the Law for t h e Prevention of Genetically Diseased Offspring (Gesetz z u r Verhiitung erbkranken Nachwuches), promulgated the previous summer and widely known as the "Sterilization Law."17 This law was administered by a n elaborate system of nationwide genetic health courts (Erbgesundheitsgericht) featuring prominent medical involvement. Physicians were obliged to register all cases of genetic illness of which they were aware, and estimates of the total number of individuals sterilized without prior consent ranged up to 400,000. The three principal reasons for sterilization, accounting for 80% to 96% of decisions, were congenital feeblemindedness, schizophrenia, and hereditary epi1ep~y.l~
The Sterilization Law sought to eliminate future generations of genetic defectives; however, it did not relieve the current national burden perceived by racial hygienists and National Socialist bureaucrats. With war approaching, the economic benefits of the destruction of "lives not worth l i~i n g , "~ resulting in both the redirection of scarce resources and financial savings, were emphasized. It was within this context t h a t the imperative for an active euthanasia program was formulated.
In
their seminal work, Release and Destruction of Lives Not Worth L i~i n g ,~
Hoche and Binding, professors of medicine a n d law respectively, focused their attention on what they perceived as the "ballast lives" and "empty husks" (mental patients) that filled psychiatric institutions, creating "a national burden." According t o these authors, these individuals were without a sense of the value of life and thus their active elimination was an allowable, indeed a humane, g e~t u r e .~ At the Nuremberg Congress of 1935, Gerhard Wagner, leader of the National Socialists Physicians' League (of which more than 50% of German physicians were members),13 assailed the doctrine of the inherent equality of individuals since it "values the sick, the dying and the unfit on par with the healthy and strong."ls Government funding of health programs benefitting the physically, intellectually, and mentally disabled were drastically since from "time immemorial the nation had always eliminated the weak to make way for the healthy,'' and institutional support ran counter to the natural selection process of "inner genetic potential. "20 As the German nation assumed a war footing, an ethic of individual productivity began to dominate. In a memo first written in October 1939 and backdated to September 1939 Under this committee's direction, questionnaires were sent out to physicians throughout Germany to register children with congenitalkrippling deformities or mental retardation. The questionnaires were reviewed by committee members, and children selected for death were transported to one of 28 institutions now equipped with extermination facilities, among them the hospital at BrandenburgGorden. At these institutions, basic care (food, heat) was either withheld or the children were actively eliminated by a variety of means (gassing with cyanide, injections of morphine). Standardized fabricated letters were sent to parents informing them of both their child's transport (for reasons of advanced care) and sudden unexpected death (appendicitis, pneumonia, septicemia, etc). An estimated 5,000 children were killed in this program. 23 In addition to the child euthanasia program, Hitler verbally authorized an adult euthanasia program, under the overall direction of Victor Brack, which targeted the elimination of institutionalized mental patients. This program was code-named "T4," and was administered by the previously mentioned Committee for the Scientific Treatment of Severe Genetically Determined Illness. A theoretic goal of eliminating 20% of patients requiring continuous institutionalized psychiatric care (approximately 65,000 to 75,000 individuals) was established. Applications for euthanasia were widely distributed to psychiatric institutions, and special gas chambers were established a t six institutions: Brandenburg, Bernburg, Grafeneck, Hadamar, Hartheim, and S o n n e n~t e i n .~~
The gas chambers were disguised as shower facilities and used carbon monoxide as the gassing agent, with the prototype first put into operation at B r a n d e n b~r g .~~ This program was run by the Chancellery until August 1941, and a total of 70,273 individuals (meticulous records were kept) were executed.25 Due to mounting public outcry, t h e gassing of psychiatric patients was then stopped, and the gas chambers were disassembled and shipped eastward behind the German advance. no euthanasia law was ever formally enacted in the Third Reich. Rather, physicians were empowered to carry out "mercy killings" but never obligated to do so. There was never a direct order to participate, and refusal t o cooperate did not result in legal action or professional setback.23 Active opponents were many and included such prominent physicians as Creutzfeldt and Karl Kleist. 26 The absence of a legal obligation to participate is important as we consider the actions of Julius Hallervorden. 
"29 This is confirmed in t h e text of a progress report prepared by Hallervorden for t h e Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Association for Scientific
Research) in December 1942: "The material is constantly being added to by the post-mortem department of the mental hospital in Gorden, which is directed by Dr. Eicke, who is also an assistant at this institute. All the cases examined there are investigated further by me and a written report is deposited. In addition, during the course of this summer, I have been able t o dissect 500 brains from feeble-minded individual^."^^ Hallervorden was remarkably frank in his discussion with Alexander and he is quoted at length. Parts of this interrogation were also quoted by the French prosecutor Mounier during the February 1946 proceedings of the Nuremberg War Crimes Trial of Karl Brandt, the Reich Commissioner of Medicine and Public Health, among others.31 It is clear that Hallervorden himself initiated the collaboration with those operating the euthanasia centers:
"I heard that they were going to do that, and so I went up to them and told them, 'Look here now, boys, if you are going to kill all those people, at least take the brains out so that the material could be util i~e d . ' "~~ He expresses a rapture for the scientific potential of the material provided: "There was wonderful material among those brains, beautiful mental defectives, malformations and early infantile disease."29 He provided encouragement to those carrying out the killings: "They asked me: 'How many can you examine? and so I told them an unlimited number-the more the better [author's He acknowledges receipt of autopsy material from the euthanasia centers: "They came bringing them in like the delivery van from the furniture company. The Public Ambulance Society brought the brains in batches of 150-250 at a time. '729 Participation was not limited to mere receipt of autopsy material: "I gave them the fixatives, jars and boxes, and instructions for removing and fixing the brains."29 Heinrich Bunke, the physician with on-site responsibility for selecting and killing mentally disabled patients a t Brandenburg-Gorden, spent 6 weeks i n t h e spring of 1941 with Hallervorden, at the neuropathologist's invitation, at his Berlin-Buch laboratory, learning techniques of correct brain removal and p r e p a r a t i~n .~~ Bunke was convicted in 1987 of war crimes for his activities a t Brandenburg-Gorden. Hallervorden also provided a technician from his laboratory to assist those at the extermination centers. 32 Confirmation of personal participation is provided in a letter written by Hallervorden to Professor Nitsche (executed in 19481, the euthanasia program chief assessor and organizer, dated March 8, 1944 : "I have received 697 brains in all, including those which I took out myself in B r a n d e n b~r g . "~~
The scope of this Brandenburg participation was discovered by Gotz Aly in his review of documents of the Eidinger Institute, where Hallervorden's wartime collection has been kept. On one day, Hallervorden arrived at Brandenburg and personally examined 33 children prior to death. He subsequently requested these brains for a research proj e c t en t i t 1 e d "In he ri t e d F e e b 1 e -min d e dn e s s. " 34 Hallemorden is known to have visited some of the extermination centers and on at least one occasion, as noted above, removed the brains from selected victims immediately after they were killed. 32 While Hallervorden was a willing participant in the utilization of these materials, a medical technician notes that he felt a "great pity for these child r e r~, "~~ a n d Bunke, a t his t r i a l , noted t h a t Hallervorden felt that these killings were "unlawf~l . "~~ Alexander also comments29 t h a t Hallervorden "always felt slightly nauseated when another batch (of brains) arrived." However, his moral judgment regarding his participation in t h e euthanasia program is best summarized by the following statement made to Alexander: "I accepted the brains, of course. Where they came from and how they came to me was really none of my business. 7729 Hallervorden observed the means of patient selection and its effects on medical personnel and commented ~h i l l i n g l y~~: "Most institutions did not have enough physicians, and what physicians there were were either too busy or did not care and they delegated the selection t o the nurses and attendants. Whoever looked sick o r was otherwise a problem patient from the nurses' or attendants' point of view was put on a list and was transported t o the killing center. The worst thing about this business was that it produced a certain brutalization of the nursing personnel. They got t o simply picking out those whom they did not like." Hallervorden never did comment, on the record, on the effects his involvement had on his own character.
Commentary. There can be no doubt from the foregoing that Julius Hallervorden had extensive awareness of, and personal involvement in, the e u t h a n a s i a program carried out a t the Brandenburg State Hospitals. Ri~hardson,~ in his biographic article, alludes to the questionable provenance of some of Hallervorden's neuropathologic material. Little remorse was expressed during Alexander's interrogation, the only written record of Hallervorden's own postwar recollection of his p a r t i~i p a t i o n .~~.~~ However, Hallervorden was not a jack-booted Nazi, nor was he a known member of the National Socialist Physicians' League. His German biographer Krucke, in his only reference to the war years, describes Hallervorden as a "highly sensitive" man for whom the war was a "deep shock which brought him burdensome additional duties."6 In the absence of any obligation on his part to participate and with his expressed doubts about the program's legality, we a r e left asking why Hallervorden participated with enthusiasm.
Perhaps it was an ingrained Prussian sense of duty to the office he held. Perhaps it was a belief in the eugenic promise of the racial hygiene theory. Jurgen Peiffer, Emeritus Professor of Neuropathology at the University of Tiibingen and a contemporary of Hallervorden, feels t h a t his colleague's primary motivation was that of scientific discovery: "an abiding interest in clarifying the pathogenesis of disease" t h a t could lead " t o improvement in diagnosis, treatment and genetic c~u n s e l l i n g . "~~ The opportunity for "wonderful material" exerted a blinding effect and outweighed any perceived moral obligations or personal hesitations. The quest for scientific discovery had become a n all-consuming passion. This sentiment was expressed by Hallervorden's mentor and Institute director, Hugo Spatz, during Spatz' questioning by Major Lee A l e~a n d e r .~~ However, the participation of respected scientists such as Hallervorden gave a veneer of scientific justification t o the actions of those responsible for actually carrying out the euthanasia program.34 Thinking that they might actually be contributing to the progress of mankind by providing pathologic material conferred a rationalization of moral legitimacy. Hallervorden's chilling comment, "the more the better," must be considered an incitement and pretext for further extermination. The children he examined prior to death were killed because their "lives were not worth living"g and their brains were worth dissecting.
Scientific objectivity bred detachment and distance from the object of study. This distance minimized any perceived intrinsic humanity or dignity for the victims, robbing them of the respect they deserved. Furthermore, the compartmentalization of labor (selection, transport, extermination, autopsy, etc) involved in euthanasia allowed participants the freedom from guilt, since overall responsibility could be rationalized to rest with the Fuhrer's original memo to his Reichsleiter B o~h l e r .~~ There was, as Professor Von Weizsacker observed, %acrifice by common consent."36 But by becoming part of this killing machine, the participants dehumanized themselves as well as their victims, and all were essential links in a chain of death.
The opportunity of which Hallervorden availed himself provided material for several postwar publications. Perhaps the most disturbing is his description of the brain of a child who, at 5 months' gestation, suffered carbon monoxide poisoning when his mentally ill mother was gassed at B r a n d e n b~r g .~~ This article is still cited as an example of environmentally induced polymicrogyria, invariably without consideration for the context in which the exposure occurred.38 I t is also a n example of unethical research obtained without consent only through exploitation of a society's weakest members. 35 As stated in an editorial by A~~g e l l ,~~ originally written in reference to the Dachau hypothermia experiments, "knowledge, although important, may be less important t o a decent society than the way it is obtained." When the Hallervorden collection at the Eidinger Institute was laid to rest in 1990 because of the dubious origin of some of t h e specimens, Professor Kreutzberg eloquently said the followinglo: "The value of scientific discovery which could be gained from the histological preparations is of less importance to us. Of much greater value is the respect which we wish to show towards the victims." It is indeed tragic that this first attempt at respect was accorded almost 50 years after these wrongful deaths.
Hallervorden's tale is a poignant illustration that science does not exist in a vacuum. We live in an imperfect world where it occurs within a political and moral context, most often under political direction and funding that can easily subjugate moral obligations. If Rudolf Virchow is correct and "science has only one aim: to serve humanity," then scientists and physicians must firmly reject Hallervorden's contention that the way information is obtained is "really none of my business." Furthermore, with recent calls for the liberalization of euthanasia, physicians must ask themselves precisely whose burden (individual, familial, societal, or professional) they are alleviating, and be ever mindful of the possible effects professional involvement may have on personal integrity, as Hallervorden observed through first-hand experience.
